
YEAR 6 NEWSLETTER               

WEEK BEGINNING:  

English  

In English this week we have written a biography of a Camp Green Lake inmate 

– some classes have chosen an existing character, such as Squid, Armpit or       

X-Ray, whereas others have delved deep and created their own fictional      

character from a mystery bag that turned up in the Year 6 area. The writing 

was amazing; with so many children including many of the skills we have 

taught them throughout the year. 

Maths 

This week Year 6 have been working through time tables, such as bus and train 

time tables in order to answer SATs styled questions.  

Topic 

We have now split off into cross-state Road Trips, with all classes going      

somewhere different. Heading to Atlanta, 6BSC have explored the many    

attractions, written a postcard home and decorated in the style of the up and 

coming urban art scene, graffiti. 6CFE are writing postcards home from        

Alabama whilst 6DMC are creating brochures from Washington DC to highlight 

the memorials in the capital city; 6LDK are off to Alaska to explore the wildlife 

in America’s northernmost state and 6RBO are off to Hawaii, America’s    

southernmost state. Aloha!  

Science 

Classes are continuing with circuits – 6SPA are currently exploring the          

circulatory system and 6RBO are exploring electronic circuits. 

World Book Day: 

World Book Day is on Thursday 2nd March! 

As part of our celebrations, pupils are being asked to get creative and dress up 

as a character from their favourite book. We would love to see some really 

inventive thinking behind your costumes- wow us with your creativity! 

There will be prizes per year group for the best character costume.  

There is no payment required to join in; however, if you choose not to dress up 

as a character, normal uniform rules will apply.  

Share Aware 

Recently we have become very aware of the need to remind our pupils of how 

they can stay safe if they are online or using mobile phones. This week, pupils 

have been taught two lessons from the NSPCC on how to be Share Aware. We 

have attached a parent’s guide to support you in keeping your children safe at 

home. For more information, please see the links to the NSPCC Share Aware 

advice on our website – go to the information tab and choose safeguarding. 

Star of 
the week 

Remember: 

Please check that your children have all of the 

correct parts of the uniform and equipment. Girls 

should remember that they need to tie their hair 

up  every day. There will be a uniform check first 

day back. 


